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PHYSICAL PROTECTION NUCLEAR FACILITIES AGAINST SABOTAGE
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INFCIRC 225 Rev. 4 has introduced the Design Basis Threat, DBT, as a key element of the
states physical protection system. The DBT is a definition which determines the level of
physical protection of nuclear material during use, storage, transport and of nuclear facilities.
It the basis for physical protection concepts and for the design of measures the operator or
licensee has to provide. By this means it is also a definition of the responsibility for the
physical protection which the operator accepts with the license.

The new chapter designated to the physical protection against sabotage which has resulted
also in the amendment of the title in INFCIRC 225 demonstrates the grown international
concern about the potential consequences of sabotage.

More than the physical protection against unauthorized removal the physical protection
against sabotage has interfaces with the nuclear safety field. The basis of protection against
Sabotage therefore is much more based on the facility design-the safety design of the facility.
Using the DBT the competent authority is in the position to determine the level of protection
against sabotage and the remaining risk which has to be accepted.

This risk of course depends on the real threat which is not known in advance. The acceptance
of the remaining risk depends on both the assessment of the threat, its credibility and the
potential consequences. There has been no serious act of Sabotage in the past nor an Attempt
of. Despite of this the Hamun attack of the Japanese underground and some other recent
terrorist activities could have given reasons to reconsider what threat might be credible.

The German physical protection System has been developed since the increasing terrorist
activities in the 1970ies. From the beginning the protection against Sabotage played an
important role in the German system of Physical Protection. The requirements for the physical
protection against unauthorized removal and against sabotage were defined by "Security
Categories". This method of categorization took into account the attractiveness of the nuclear
material for unauthorized removal and the potential radiological consequences of an act of
sabotage against the material directly or against the facility where the material is used or
processed.

Category I nuclear material and nuclear power plants were assigned to the "Security
Category" which required the highest level of physical protection. This level was defined by
required measures in a "Security Measure Catalogue". These requirements were based on a
certain model of potential adversaries, the DBT. Having the DBT translated into a number of
requirements it was a so called compliance based approach.

This system was changed because this approach lacked of flexibility and did not fit with
categorization table in the CPPNM. The Catalogue system was replaced by guidelines
considering the actual main nuclear activities in Germany which are the operation of light
water NPP's and transport of fresh and spent fuel.
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In the guideline for the physical protection of NPP's with light water reactors based on a
safety analysis a specific objective is defined which requires the protection of certain
functions concerning cooling, power supply and integrity. The way how to protect these
functions and on which level is a result of the application of the DBT.

An attempt of sabotage might be successful by a destruction of certain vital equipment only.
In this hypothetical case only the consequences of a sabotage can be mitigated. That is one of
the important differences to the protection against unauthorized removal of material. In order
to give the response forces a realistic chance to terminate an attempt of sabotage in time
which might be performed by outsiders the measures of prevention and delay - that means on
site measures - become of more importance.

Concerning the protection against malevolent acts by an Individual from inside a facility the
number of interfaces to the safety design, the industrial safety, radiation protection increases
very much. Also here the DBT is a tool to organize or if necessary to modify the existing
measures which are originally not designed against an insider but can used against an insider
and to identify areas where additional measures have to be provided.

The presentation will give some examples of the German approach to achieve the necessary
physical protection against sabotage and will give a view on efforts and problems of elder
facilities to prove sufficient physical protection against the actual DBT.
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